Cleveland Cavaliers Practice Facility
The Cleveland Cavaliers needed a new practice facility and
identified 33 acres of property that overlooks the Cuyahoga
Valley National Park in Independence as an ideal site.
The construction of the facility was financed through the
cooperation of three Ohio port authorities and an equitable
contribution by the Cavaliers.
The City of Independence acquired the project site at a cost of
$1,850,000. The city implemented a tax increment financing
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Cleveland Clinic Foundation Business Operations Center
The Cleveland Clinic Foundation Business Operations Center
was originally developed in 1957 as the Republic Steel
Research Center. Cumberland Real Estate Development
repurposed the space as a mixed-use office, distribution and
lab space.
With the completion of the $15 million two-story addition,
the Cleveland Clinic Foundation became the facility’s
primary tenant and consolidated 600 financial division jobs
in Independence.
Upon full occupancy in 2012, the Cleveland Clinic Foundation
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ReliabilityFirst Corporation
With its current lease expiring, ReliabilityFirst Corporation began
searching for 30,000 square feet of Class A office space in
Cleveland’s south suburban market. The firm needed modern
office space in a location close to Cleveland Hopkins Airport,
hotels and amenities, and with easy access to I-77.
Independence met the firm’s site location criteria but identifying
the perfect office space proved to be more challenging.
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